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Star Stuffies
© Thread Riding Hood, 2013

This pdf contains point form notes on construction + pattern pieces for all 7 Star 
Stuffies. Please use your sewing knowledge and normal sewing practices to 
interpret the instructions. These are by no means fully developed instructions for 
these stuffies. All pattern pieces have seam allowances included. The main body 
pieces for the stars appear on these first 2 pages. Cut out the appropriate pieces 
and match up the gray lettered circles (A with A, B with B) to get the full sized 
body pattern piece. If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to email me - 

 - Thanks!sherri@threadridinghood.com
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NOTE: Use for all
star stuffies EXCEPT mermaid.

Mermaid has a different
body shape.
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BODY: 
Ÿ Cut 2 opposite star body pieces using STAR body pattern 

piece. One is body front, one is body back.

to leg point 
edge

TUTU BODY:
Ÿ Cut 1 on Fold. Fold all edges under 1/4". 

each “underarm” and “crotch” edge. Insert short ribbon 
straps and pin. Stitch to body front along all 5 sides sewing 
straps in as you go.

TUTU SKIRT:
Ÿ Cut 1 piece tulle 18" wide by 2.5" high. Gather top edge. Pin 

along tutu body with ribbon covering gathering stitches. 
Stitch along ribbon. Pin sides of skirt to body front edges.

SHOES:
Ÿ Cut 2 Opposite shoes using SHOE pattern. Fold TOP edge 

under 1/4". Pin to foot “point” matching point edges. Pin a 
short ribbon (shoe strap) from ½ way across the shoe to the 
outside of the leg point. Stitch top edge catching the ribbon, 
pin or baste other 2 edges. Pin/baste ribbon 

.
HAIR:
Ÿ Cut fleece into strips. Pin to sides of head “point”.
FINISHING:
Ÿ Pin body back to body front matching edges. Make sure to 

fold up the skirt so it does not get caught in the stitching. Sew 
with a 1/4" seam allowance  leaving a 2.5" opening under one 
arm along a straight edge. 

Ÿ Turn. Stuff. Hand-stitch opening. Tie ribbons around hair to 
make pigtails. Cut and paint/embroider felt for the 
eyes/mouth/eyelids and hand-stitch to the face.

Line up 1/4" in from 
riding hood

Star Stuffies:
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BODY: 
Ÿ Cut 2 opposite star body pieces using STAR body pattern 

piece. One is body front, one is body back.
TUTU BODY:
Ÿ Cut 1 on Fold. Fold all edges under 1/4". 

each “underarm” and “crotch” edge. Insert short ribbon 
straps and pin. Stitch to body front along all 5 sides sewing 
straps in as you go.

TUTU SKIRT:
Ÿ Cut 1 piece knit 7.5" wide by 1.5" high. Gather top edge. Pin 

on tutu body. Stitch to tutu along top skirt edge. Pin sides of 
skirt to body front edges.

WINGS:
Ÿ Cut 2 matching felt wing shapes. Match edges, pin and stitch 

around the wings edges. Cut seam allowance with pinking 
shears (is decorative only) or leave as is. Embroider or paint 
to make wings more decorative. Align wings to centre back of 
back body. Stitch down centre of wings only to attach.

WAND:
Ÿ Cut felt shapes and glue together as desired.
FINISHING:
Ÿ Pin body back to body front matching edges. Make sure to 

fold up the skirt and wings so they do not get caught in the 
stitching. Sew with a 1/4" seam allowance  leaving a 2.5" 
opening under one arm along a straight edge. 

Ÿ Turn. Stuff. Hand-stitch opening. Cut and paint/embroider felt 
for the eyes/mouth/eyelids and hand-stitch to the face. Fold 
wand into hand and hand-stitch. 

Line up 1/4" in from 
riding hood

Star Stuffies:
Fairy
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BODY: 
Ÿ Cut 2 opposite star body pieces using STAR body pattern 

piece. One is body front, one is body back.

SHOES:
Ÿ Cut 2 Opposite shoes using SHOE pattern. Fold TOP edge 

under 1/4". Pin to foot “point” matching point edges. Pin a 
short ribbon (shoe strap) from ½ way across the shoe to the 
outside of the leg point. Stitch top edge catching the ribbon, 
pin or baste other 2 edges. Pin/baste ribbon to leg point 
edge.

CROWN:
Ÿ Cut a crown shape from felt, long enough to fit around the 

princess’ head. Embellish with sequins/beads/buttons. Stitch 
together at the back. Stitch to body.

DRESS BODY:
Ÿ Cut 1 on Fold. Fold all edges under 1/4". 

each “underarm” and “crotch” edge. Insert short ribbon 
straps and pin. Stitch to body front along all 5 sides sewing 
straps in as you go.

DRESS SKIRT:
Ÿ Cut 1 piece fabric 18" wide by 2.25" high.Hem the bottom 

edge. Cut 1 piece tule 18" wide by 2.5" high. Match/pin top 
edges of both skirt pieces and gather top edge. Pin on tutu 
body. Stitch to tutu along top skirt edge. Pin sides of skirt to 
body front edges.

FINISHING:
Ÿ Pin body back to body front matching edges. Make sure to 

fold up the skirt so it does not get caught in the stitching. Sew 
with a 1/4" seam allowance  leaving a 2.5" opening under one 
arm along a straight edge. 

Ÿ Turn. Stuff. Hand-stitch opening. Cut and paint/embroider felt 
for the eyes/mouth/eyelids and hand-stitch to the face. 

Line up 1/4" in from 
riding hood

Star Stuffies:
Princess
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BODY: 
Ÿ Cut 2 opposite star body pieces using STAR body pattern 

piece. One is body front, one is body back.

SHOES/BOOTS:
Ÿ Cut 2 Opposite shoes (use shoe pattern piece from another 

page) out of faux leather using SHOE pattern. Pin to foot 
“point” matching point edges. Stitch top edge, pin or baste 
other 2 edges. 

HAIR:
Ÿ Cut fleece into strips. Pin to sides of head “point”.

Tie ribbons around hair to 
make pigtails. 

SHIRT:
Ÿ Cut 1 (use TUTU pattern piece from another page) on Fold. 

Fold all edges under 1/4". Line up 1/4" in from each 
“underarm” and “crotch” edge. Stitch to body front along all 5 
sides.

SKIRT:
Ÿ Cut 1 Skirt piece. Hem the bottom & top edges. Pin onto shirt 

along waistline. Stitch along top skirt edge. Pin sides of skirt 
to body front edges.

VEST:
Ÿ CUT 2 Opposite vest pieces out of faux leather. Topstitch the 

outside edges as embellishment. Pin in the appropriate place. 

FINISHING:
Ÿ Pin body back to body front matching edges. Make sure to 

fold up the skirt so it does not get caught in the stitching. Sew 
with a 1/4" seam allowance  leaving a 2.5" opening under one 
arm along a straight edge. This will sew in the skirt and vest as 
well.

Ÿ Turn. Stuff. Hand-stitch opening. 
Cut and paint/embroider felt for the 

eyes/mouth/eyelids and hand-stitch to the face. Fold wand 
into hand and hand-stitch. 

riding hood

Star Stuffies:
Cowgirl
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BODY: 
Ÿ Cut 2 opposite star body pieces using STAR body pattern 

piece. One is body front, one is body back.

Add apron tie and 
stitch across the tie to secure them.

CHEF HAT:
Ÿ Cut 1 hat top from fabric. Cut a 6" x 1.5" piece of fabric for 

the hat bottom. Fold the bottom strip in half lengthwise. 
Stitch the ends together with a 1/4" seam allowance. Stitch 
around the edge of the circle and gather to the size of the hat 
bottom. Match/pin the unfolded hat bottom edge to the 
gathered edge of the hat. Stitch. Turn right side out.

APRON:
Ÿ Cut 1 apron top and skirt. Top is 4.5" x 3". Skirt is 9" x 3". Hem 

the top and sides of the apron top. Hem the bottom and sides 
of the skirt. Cut 2 apron pockets. Iron both straight edges 1/4" 
under. Pin pocket pieces right sides together. Stitch curved 
edges with 1/4" seam allowance. Turn right side out. Top-
stitch top of pocket. Stitch pocket to apron top along curved 
edge only.

Ÿ Gather skirt top. Match unfinished skirt and apron top edges 
right sides together. Stitch. Pin in place.  Add straps and stitch 
around the apron top to secure them. 

FINISHING:
Ÿ Pin body back to body front matching edges. Make sure to 

fold up the apron skirt so it does not get caught in the 
stitching. Sew with a 1/4" seam allowance leaving a 

2.5" opening under one arm along a straight 
edge. 
Ÿ Turn. Stuff. Hand-stitch opening. Cut and 

paint/embroider felt for the 
eyes/mouth/eyelids and hand-stitch 

to the face. Stitch chef hat to top of 
head.

CUPCAKE:
Ÿ Cut cupcake pieces from felt. 

Glue/stitch them together. 
Embellish. Stitch to hand.

riding hood

Star Stuffies:
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BODY: 
Ÿ Cut 2 opposite star body pieces using STAR body pattern 

piece. One is body front, one is body back.

(pattern on pirate page 2)

CUT 2 Opposite vest pieces out of felt. Topstitch the outside 
edges as embellishment. Pin in the appropriate place. 

HAIR:
Ÿ Cut fleece into strips. Pin to sides of head “point”.

ie ribbons around 
hair to make pigtails. 

SHIRT:
Ÿ Cut 1 on Fold . Fold neckline and 

sleeve hems under 1/4". Stitch to hem. Gather sleeve hems to 
width of arm. Pin shirt to body front . Stitch to body front 
along sleeve hems and neckline.

PANTS:
Ÿ Cut 1 pants piece (pattern on pirate page 2). Fold the top 

edge under 1/4". Pin onto shirt along waistline. Stitch along 
top pant edge. Pin sides of pants to body front edges.

BELT:
Ÿ CUT ribbon to waist width. Insert button for belt buckle. 

Stitch as needed to hold it on. 
VEST:
Ÿ

FINISHING:
Ÿ Pin body back to body front matching edges. Make sure to 

fold up the skirt so it does not get caught in the stitching. Sew 
with a 1/4" seam allowance  leaving a 2.5" opening under one 
arm along a straight edge. This will sew in the skirt and vest as 
well.

Ÿ Turn. Stuff. Hand-stitch opening. Braid and t
Cut and paint/embroider felt for the 

eyes/mouth/eyelids/pirate patch and hand-stitch to the face. 
BANDANA:
Ÿ Cut 1 out of knit fabric. Fold the straight edge all the way 

across the “bow shapes” under 1/4" and glue/stitch across. 
Fold the bandana across the star head. Tie the “bow shapes”. 
Arrange the excess fabric under the bow to resemble a 
bandana. Stitch to the star head.

riding hood

Star Stuffies:
Pirate
Pg. 1 of 2
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BODY: 
Ÿ Cut 2 opposite mermaid body pieces using MERMAID star 

body pattern piece. One is body front, one is body back.
SCALES:
Ÿ Cut 1 fom knit ruffle fabric on Fold. Fold neckline and sleeve 

edges under 1/4". Line up the scales with the body front and 
pin. Stitch to body front along sleeve hems and neckline. Pin 
the tail scales to the body front.

NECKLACE & BRACELET:
Ÿ Cut 2 lengths of ribbon and pin to the body front as shown.

FINISHING:
Ÿ Pin body back to body front matching edges. Make sure to 

fold up the skirt so it does not get caught in the stitching. Sew 
with a 1/4" seam allowance  leaving a 2.5" opening under one 
arm along a straight edge. 
This will sew in the necklace 
and bracelet as well.

Ÿ Turn. Stuff. Hand-stitch 
opening. T

Cut 
and paint/embroider felt for 
the eyes/mouth/eyelids and 
hand-stitch to the face. 

HAIR:
Ÿ Cut fleece into strips. Pin to top of head “point”.

ie ribbon around 
hair to make ponytail. 

riding hood

Star Stuffies:
Mermaid
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